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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
22,4 (1981) 
ON THE RELATION OF THREE-VALUED LOGIC TO MODAL LOGIC 
Kamila BENDOVA 
Abstract: Three-valued logic with the third value 
meaning "unknown" is investigated. Each model of this three-
valued logic determines a Kripke model of modal logic - the 
set of all two-valued completions. The aim is to characte-
rize such Kripke models by means of modal logic. This is a-
chieved for propositional logic and (on a weak form) for mo-
nadic predicate logic. 
Key words: Three-valued logic, modal logic, Kripke 
models. 
Classification: 03B45, 03B50 
The aim of this paper is to clarify the relationship 
between Kleene's three-valued logic and modal logic. 
Kleene's 3-valued logic was introduced (by S.L. Kleene 
in 1952 £11) as a formalization for incomplete models, i.e. 
models where some values of predicates are missing and has 
found applications in mechanized hypothesis formation [21, 
[31. For further investigation of this logic see L4.1 and E8l. 
In Part I we discuss the 3-valued propositional calcu-
lus, in Part II the three-valued monadic predicate calculus. 
I - Propositional Calculus 
T.I. Kleene's 3-valued logic uses 3-valued models in 
which the third value denoted by cross w x * in the present 
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paper represents an undefined part of a predicate in an in-
complete model. This approach differs from other types of 
3-valued logic by the requirement that all formulas valid (or 
invalid) in a 3-valued model must be valid (or invalid) in e-
very its two-valued completion, i.e. in each model that re-
sults from the given three-valued model by changing all cros-
ses to zeros and ones in an arbitrary way. From this require-
ment the definitions of connectives also arise: 
The language Lp of propositional calculus consists of a 
countable (or finite) set P of propositional variables (deno-
ted by pf qf rf...) and the connectives & f v f -| . Formu-
las are defined by induction as usual. The set of all formu-
las is denoted Fla (Lp). 
• valuation N of 1^ is a mapping from P into {0,1,x? -
The value of a formula p in a valuation M (denoted by II <p Ng) 
is defined by induction with the help of truth-value function: 
if 0 < x < l is the natural ordering on 40,1 f x } them. 
HpiIN * N('p) for p e P 
tl<J> 8< tirftw -mini I ? ! , , , I v l j l , 
i q > v t ^ «* max( hf «,->, n-*niN), 
O-jcplly m i it qp II-J, where l O » 1 f * i 1 - 0 f ~ix s x . 
Implication <p —> if can be defined in Kleene's logic aaij>v 
V\Jt „ A formula 9 is valid in N (denoted by K1= 9> ) i f 
111$> llj-, s 1. f i s 3-eouivalent to f ( <p ̂ 3YJ i f for every va-
luation, ll<3>Hw « JyHK . 
1.2. Basic definitions and facts 
a) For every formula <j> there i s a valuation H such that 
M * » x . 
Moreover, there i s a valuation 9 such that for every 9 , 
jlqp Jj = x (N(pl * x for a l l p € P ) . 
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b) A valuation N is a 2-ralued valuation if the range 
of N is included in 40,1$, g> is 2-tautology if cp is valid 
in every 2~va2uation, y> is 2-equivalent to *f ( <$ ^^y) 
iff for every 2-valuation N, II9II-5 * HyUj-. Fact: q> is a 2-
tautology iff for eTery Taluation N, J 9 HN ̂  * • 
c) A 2-valuation N is called a completion of M if for 
every peP, if H p ^ ^ x then HpUN = HpllM« The set of all com-
pletions of M is denoted by 3)(M). 
d) For every j> and for every N, if II q> IL+x then 
H9 ' M * Wf^j; for every M e5)(N). Thus, each formula of 
Kleene's logic is monotone in the sense of [$]. On the other 
hand, there is a formula which is valid in every completion 
M of N and nevertheless is not valid in N (e.g. p v i p for 
l|pllN = x ) . 
1.3• Let P be a set of propositional variables, 1^ the 
language of propositional calculus enriched by a modality P • 
The formulas of l^ are called modal formulas (denoted by $> , 
}£,•••)• The set of all such formulas is denoted Fla(I^). The 
modality Q is read "necessarily", a unary modality 0 > 
defined by ^ * ~i 0~i is read "possibly". Kripke model (L63) 
of modal system S5 of the language 1^ is a system X * <$t,<&> 
where Oft, is a non-empty set of 2-valuations of lw and & is 
a relation of equivalence on 39t . 
The value of a formula in % is defined inductively as 
follows: first a value of <j> is defined in any M € #fc w.r.t» 
X : 
if p d P then lip Ĥ - M * HpllM; 
if $ * $! & $2 then ti^^8^!^!^* sy x^ 
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similarly for v , ~i ; 
i f $ * P $ -, then II $ J< x >M - min <. H $ -^ x M; 
N e att&N&M}. 
$ is valid in M w.r.t . Ĉ i f ll $ li^ M =- 1. 
$ is valid in ̂ C if $ is valid in every M e Wl .In par-
ticular, if Jt contains only one equivalence class (then the 
corresponding S5 model is denoted by W, ) $ is valid in JC 
iff Q $ is valid in some (and thus in every) model M e %& • 
$ is S5-equivalent to # if for each M and X 
• - " X . M - "*•*.•• 
We say that a formula $ is boxed if each occurence of a pro-
positional variable is in the scope of a modality. For furt-
her information on modal logic see e.g. 173. 
1.4. Observe that for each 3-valued valuation N, the 
system S&(N) is a particular Kripke S5 model. Our question 
is to describe those Kripke models that are obtained as 3> (N) 
for some N. Clearly, we have to specify means of such descrip-
tion. Let us search for a description using the language of 
the modal logic. But by this language we cannot distinguish 
two modal models which satisfy the same boxed formulas. Such 
models will be called equivalent. Thw we shall give the ne-
cessary and sufficient condition for a Kripke S5 model to be 
equivalent to 3>(N) for some N. 
!•->• Definition. A literal is a prepositional variable 
or its negation. A conjunction of pairwise distinct literals 
is called a fundamental conjunction (FC); FC in which every 
propositional variable occurs no more than once is called e-
lementary conjunction (EC). 
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1.6. Lemma. Bach formula of I-p i s 3-equivalent to some 
disjunction of fundamental conjunctions. 
Proof. Easy to show. 
1.7. Lemma. Let <p , y e Fla(I.p), l e t 101 be an S5 model* 
a) If j> implies y in the classical propositional calculus 
and W .-= 0<gp then also W *-* Of . I n particular t i f . 
1#t N 0 g> .£ for at least one i s l , . . . n then 
b) If 9 ? S 2 Y then m t - ^ y i f f 3# N= £ f • 
•̂•Q- Definition. Let WL t ^ l ' be two S5 models. We say 
that they are equivalent (notation 1ft ss Pt' ) i f for amy 
$ fi Fla(l!p), 
2M H $ i f f 'Wt'l-* $ • 
1.9. Lemma. Every formula $ e Fla(I-p) is S5~equivalent 
to a disjunction of conjunctions of basic modal formulas, i . e . 
for every $ e Fla (Lj»), 
$ S S 5 ^ • * i j * i j 
where M ij€l0fn<> , 0 ? and <P.y€ FlaO-^). In particular, for 
every boxed formula $ 9 
$ -S5 H • M i i^ i j 
where M^ e •[ 0 , - i ^ i and 9 i ; j € FlaCI^). 
Proof. By the induction using well-known equivalences of 
the propositional calculus and the following evident S5-equi-
valences: 





^ S5 y 
1.10. Claim. 
I s $fc' i f f for every <pe flA(lp)t 
IHtt&tp i f f W | = - £ 9 . 
Proof. From the preceding lemma. 
1 .11 . Proposit ion. Let N be a 3 -valuat ion. Then <£>(N) 
with the t r i v i a l equivalence containing only one equivalence 
c la s s ( SB(N) x 2)(N)) i s anS5-model. We c a l l a l l such models 
T-models. 
1»12. Theorem. An S5-model ?3t i s equivalent to any T-
model i f f 73fl s a t i s f i e s the fol lowing condition 
(+) for every EC <p & y , 
if fflt t=* bq? a n d ^ N - O r t n e n * # *- 0 ( 9 & -y ) . 
Proof. 1) Let W, be equivalent to a T-model (« i£(N) 
for 3-valuation W). I f ffll *= -̂g? and ^ h ^ f then a l so 
S (N) l« <>9> and 3KN) i« £ y • Now, i f 9 ^ f i s an e l e -
mentary conjunction then no proposit ional variable occuring 
in 9 occurs in y and v ice versa . Thus i f there i s a comple-
t ion N^ of N such that II 9 II-g. = 1 and a completion N2 of N 
such that II if li R = 1 then take a completion M of N coinc id-
ing with NL on variables occuring in p and with Ng on other 
var iables ; c l e a r l y , II g> & y II jg « 1. Ihus 2 (N)*= ^ ( 9 & y ) 
and a lso M i l * * ( 9 ^ f ) . 
2) Suppose that W. i s an S5-model sa t i s fy ing (+) . Let 
us define a 3-valuation N as fo l lows: 
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II pRp • i i f HI H a p| 
1 pIR » 0 i f 1ft l~Onpi 
Bp8B « x otherwise, i . e . i f flft H £ P and M \~ $ n p, 
We shall show that m « 3) (N). Clearly WLz 3 (N) hence by 
the preceding Claim i t suffices to show for every <p <s 
eFla(I^) f i f 2)(N) *• £g> then also ffi t* $ 9 • 
Suppose that S (N) i= ^ g? , i . e . that there exiata Me3>(N) 
such that M t» $> . % the Lemma 1.6, 9 *3-&4 K i where t^ 
are FC for i * l , . . . n . If M k ,tYi
 K i t h e n t h e r e exists :j£m 
such that Mf-rKj. Clearly K, i s EC and iK.Jn2*» Hence i f Kj * 
%v 
"fĉ C^ hyPk t n e n "ckJPk"l^'x ^ ^ e v e r y k * *!•••* «Rd thus by 
the definition of N, a?tH lj t-fcPf Since JCj is £C we obtain, 
repeatedly using the property (+) that 
* »• **?< » I - V 
i . e . W M v K , . % Lemma 1.7 alao m I-* v<? -
Q.e.d. 
Thus we have answered our question. In a slight reformu-
lation, our answer may be formulated as follows: 
An S5-aodel W, i s equivalent to (not S5-distinguishable 
from) the T-model (a set of a l l completions of a 3-valuation) 
i f f W, has the following property: whenever 7TC h* <>q> and 
7K *= 0 vf where 9 and y have no propositions! variables 
in common then W H £ ( <y & y ) . 
i -13 . Corollary, a) Suppose that for a given N, 
cardtfp; Opfg « x » « n. Bien card(3)(N)) * iP and there ia 
no modal model equivalent to S(N) and different from 2 (VI). 
b) Suppoae now that cardtfp; I pig *<*i) * #Q. 
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Then 
1) there exists a countable modal model equivalent to 
» (-Of * 
2 ° 
2) there exist 2 modal models equivalent to 9KN). 
II. Monadic predicate calculus. Our aim is to investi-
gate modal models which are sets of completions of a 3-valued 
model, called T-models. In the propositional calculus we have 
seen that by the modal language T-models are not distinguish-
able from those satisfying the property (+) of Theorem 1.12, 
thus we can only describe the set of models equivalent to T-
models. 
Next we want to study this problem in monadic predicate 
calculus. Thus we try to find those axioms which describe the 
set of models equivalent to T-models in some sense. But we suc-
ceed only partially; we can describe the set of modal models 
which are undistinguishable from T-models using formulas £ 9 
where qp is without modalities. But we believe that our method 
of proof can be useful for a complete solution in the case of 
monadic logic; see Remark 2.13. 
2.1. The language of a monadic predicate calculus L^ con-
sists of variables (x,y,z,...), a finite set of predicates (P = 
«-CP.. ,Pg,... P J , connectives &. , v , -| and quantifiers V ,3. 
Formulas, free and bound variables, closed and open formulas 
are defined by induction as usual. The set of all formulas is 
denoted PlaCL^). A 3-valued model M * <M, ̂ 3,1- • • <P n> consists 
of a non-empty set M (called the domain of J)i ) and of a col-
lection of mappings CP^,..* .? such that f ^ M - ^ iO.l.x? . 
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The valuation of formulas i s defined by induction; l e t g>, 
if € F l a ( L ^ ) , l e t e be a mapping of variables to M; 
i ) i f gp « P^(x) (atomic formula) then the value of 9 i * JL 
for e i s RP:L(z)C«JlltAi • ^ ( e C x ) ) ; 
i i ) K 9 & y )Ce]ll^ -* mimC Hg>Ce3ll^ , HyCeJII^ ) , s imi -
lar ly for v , -T . 
i i i ) | |( tfx cpHejII^ * min {fl 9 E e ^ 11̂  j e 1 (y ) » e(y) for 
each y d i s t i n c t from x j ; 
I K 3 x 9 ) C e J | | ^ m || (-, (Vx) - ig J ) [ eJ l l j K / 
We say that a formula <p i s v a l i d in a model l ( J l | * j ) > 
i f 
||( V x 1 . . x k ) 9 (x 1 , . . x k ) i l t ^ * 1 where FV(g>) = - f x 1 , . . x k i . 
Part icular ly , a closed formula <p i s va l id in Ji i f l| <p |l^ = 
* 1 . 
Formulas <p and f are 3-equivalent ( <p =?.. i f ) i f for 
every Jt and every evaluation e , 
II 9 t e - l i ^ » HyCe3ll^. 
2 . 2 . For the 3-valued pred icate calculus there hold 
the corresponding def in i t ions and f ac t s as for propos i t io -
nal ca lcu lus , e spec ia l ly 
a) JL *- <M, 0 \ t . . . Pn> i s a 2-model i f $>±iU —-> 
—>-CO,lJ. (jp i s a 2-tautology i f qp i s va l id in every 2-mo-
d e l s . cp i s a 2-tautology i f f for every Ji , e , I! 9 CeJIL^x. . 
b) A 2-model A » <M, .P - , , . . . ^ ^ > i s a completion of 
jr«<H f *J f . . . ?J> if 
iJ N = M, n =- m; 
i i> for every 1£& and every aeM, 
i f < F f ( a ) ) 4 * x then <P^<a> * ff^Ca). 
The se t of a l l completions of Jf i s denoted by 3) (JO • 
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c) For every 9 f e, JC i f Me 3 Uf) and 
II <y t el 11̂  4- .x then 19 £ e] 11̂  » 1 $> C • ] llj^ • thus each for-
mula of Kleene's monadic predicate calculus i s monotone. 
2.3. Let i l i be the monadic predicate language with n 
predicate symbols and the modality D • Formulas of L^ ara 
called modal formulas (denoted by $ >¥»•••)» the modalityD 
i s read "necessarily", the modality 0 = ~i D ~i i s read 
"possibly". A Kripke' modal S5-model i s a system 9C» <W,,Gl> 
where 32fc i s a non-empty set of 2-valued models of L-p on the 
same domain and (ft i s an equivalence relation 011 M- • The 
valuation of formulas in X i s defined as follows: 
f i rs t we define the value of § in any Me 73tt for an evalua-
tion e w.r . t . <X 1 
i ) i f $ » P i ( x ) then H$C«3Hat^« <§^(eCx)); 
i i ) i f $ « $ x & $ 2 ( $ x v $ 2 , n $ 1 , V x ^ a x f . - . ) then 
the truth value of $ i s determined from the values of 5>̂  
(and $ 2 reap.) as usual; 
i i i ) i f $ » D ^ 1 t h e n II $ C«3l»4t>:jC » min 41 $ 1 [*3 i r# ; 
Jr** W ft. jRtEJTJ.We write (JC, .vK) *--$ t e ] instead of 
IftC # ] ! * , * - 1 . 
2.4. Conventions and definitions. In the sequel, we res-
tr ict ourselves to modal models with the equivalence relation 
having only one equivalence class , i . e . models of the form 
X m <»t, ffllx Wt> . Such a model i s denoted simply ty Wt. 
Thus from now on, a modal model i s simply a non-empty set of 
2-valued models with the same domain. Observe that the truth 
value of a formula Qcp in a model VI does not depend on 
the choice of a particular JH m TSft 9 thus we write #£ h- v c? I el 
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instead of ( WtyJi) V» v* y t o3. Siailarly for each foraula 
$ ia which eaoh atomic formula occurs in the scope of a 
aodality C D or 0 )• Call such formulas boxed. A boxed for-
aula $ is valid ia 1SH if 331 I- $ I el for each e. 
2*5* Definition. Two modal models W, t 21 with the sa-
me domain are weakly equivalent if for each formula g> with-
out sodalities and each e we hare 
^ N 0 g> £ eJ iff 9t N ^ g> £ el* 
2*6• Definition. Lot 1 be i 3-valued model. The T-model 
associated with M is 9) {Jti) - the set of all completions of 
Ji . (Clearly, 2 (Ji) is a aodal aodol.) 
2 - 7 . Remark. We may now make precise our aim: to charac-
terise modal models weakly equivalent to T-models. 
2« 8* Definition. Let <p(x) be an open formula with one 
free variable • g> is said to be a fundamental disjunction (FD) 
if 9? is a disjunction containing only atomic formulas or 
their negations. Similarly, we define PC, CFD, DFC (fundamen-
tal conjunction, conjunction of fundamental disjunctions etc.), 
g> is an elementary disjunction if cp is FD and contains e-
Tery atomic formula at most once. 
2,9. Definition. A canonical sentence is a foraula of 
the form (V x) <p (x) where <p is a ID. 
2*10» TEhooroau Every formula is 3-equivalent to a Boo-
lean combination of canonical sentences and open formulas 
(Boolean combination means by the help of connectives A , v , 
~i). Particularly, every closed formula is 3-equivalent to a 
Boolean combination of canonical sentences. 
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A*o«f. Similarly aa i n t h . 2-Taload c a a . . (S* . « . g . 
131.) 
" "& < 
Corollarya Jhrery formula i s 3-equiTelent to ft disjuno-* 
t ion of conjunctions of canonical semteneea, ifceir negatienaS 
atomic formulae and the ir negation* (disJtmetiT* normal form). 
2 « H - Def in i t ion . Let Ji be a 3-model. We extend the 
language 1^ by constants -fajaeM} and interpret each A by a. 
l £ means the extended language* A closed quanti f ier free f o r -
mula in l £ i s ca l l ed an instance . Srery instance i s a Boole-
an combination of atomic formulas of the foimP(ft). 
An elementary conjunction i s a conjunction g> of d i s t i n c t 
atomic instances in which each atom occurs at most once, i . e . 
there i s no atomic instance occuring in <p both in pos i t iT* 
and in negated form. 
2 - 1 2 - P-e or em. A modal model 3ft i s weakly equ ivalent t e 
« T-model i f f W s a t i s f i e s the following two condit ions: 
(1) for each instance g> & iy which i s EC, 
i f WL *=r ĝ> and 1ft N 0y then also Wt\* GCcfZy); 
(2) for any open I^-formulas q> 9 9 -^ . . . cp k with one free. Ta-
riable and for each sequence a - , , . . . ak of elements of WV $ 
i f Wl** ( V x ) ^ ( i y ( x ) ^ . i ^ f e ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ f c ^ I>(yx)(g>(x) ^ ^ 9 i ^ i > > » 
Proof. 1 . Let Ml be weakly equivalent to S U ) for 
a 3-model M with the domain M. We w i l l show that Wl s a t i s -
f i e s both condi t ions . 
(1) Let the instance <p & f be an BC, l e t #fc t-* <>y and 
Vi w ^Y* ^ ^ *1 8 0 8(^> H $9 and 9 (.*,) H< 4 f • .*•*. 
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there exist J^, J^e S(jtt) such that J^ *** 9 and Jf^HY* 
Define a completion X in the following way: for each atom 
Pi(a) occuring in 9? (positively or negatively), define 
Hf (a) * CPt x(a); 
similarly, if P^a.) occurs in Y > Put 
<P.f (a) * ^ 2(a). 
(Recall that 9 ^ f is an EC!) The rest is completed arbi-
trary. Clearly, ? £ 3(^() and J N 9 ^ f , thus S)(M)\= 
y= -$( 9 & i|r ) and also from the assumption, W *=- ̂  ( 9 & -*f ). 
(2) Let W* (Vx)<X<j(x) & A ^(e^)). ^ and S5(^) 
have the same domain, thus we have (from the assumption) 
$(.>k>MVx)0 ( 9>(x) ft A ^Ce^)). 
Put <y(x) \ -^« 9i(si> c 9 < * ) . Por every a e M, I f U H ^ S x 
and there exists Xms 35CM) such that jVa»« 9 CaJ. We will 
construct the completion X by putting 
<F**(a) • <P a(a) for aeM. 
Clearly, JTg 3 (M). We claim that Jp \= ( V x ) 9 (x) : 
— ai 
jC {=. ̂-jta-jl because Jf 1= cpî «*î  and the validity of an 
instance ^(a^) depends only on valuations of P^CSi) (x^n) 
®i .— 
which are the same as in X . Similarly, for ac M, Xt= g> I aJ. 
Thus JC v=(Vx) <y (x). By the same reasons, X N* ̂  A* ^ ( . § 4 ) 
thus «F l-» (Vx)^(x) from which it follows that 
S> (M)t~ 0 (Vx)gT(x) 
and thus also 3tt )~ £ (Vx)(<£ (x) &^Jfe<Ji(jii)). 
II. On the other hand, let ̂  with the domain M be a 
modal model satisfying the conditions (1) and (2). Define a 
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3-model M with the domain II: for a elf, i 4 n , 
^ ( a ) • 1 i f m ^ D Pi (ft). 
ff(*) » 0 i f 1&\~ O n P i (a) f 
(p£ (a) • x otherwise. 
We claim that W ia weakly equivalent to 3) U l ) . Clear-
ly, 'St £ 2) (-&) • We are going to prove that for eaeh closed 
l£ -formula y f i f 3K41) »- -0 9 then also '#1 t«* $ y * 
1) First l e t us prove this for y being an instance. 
The proof i s the same as in the propositional calculus (The-
orem 1.12) because -Cf^ (a)$ i£n&aeM} is a valuation for 
a language L^ , where ^ » { P ^ ( a ) ; i.vn&melti. 
2) Now let 9 be closed formula of a language l £ , le t 
9) (Ji) P* $ y . By Corollary of Theorem 2*10, 
Ki **wx) ^ j ( x ) ^o (ax )^ik (x> s^d< ^ik^-
From the monotonicity of formulas i t follows that 
tt 9> 8^ § x and that there exists i £ k such that KK-JW -̂BX . 
For this i there exists Jfe %)(M for which W*~ K ,̂ i . e . 
r f W *|L 
i T H ^ ( V x ) t i j ( x ) ^ U x ) ? ^ ) ^ < m W l 5 l k ^ > . 
Put Yi<*> *^>i>3cPijCx). Clearly, *V*-- (Vx) Yi(*>» ^ o * the 
validity of the second part of the conjunction i t follows that 
there exist elements a^,.. a^e M such that 
•*•%£< ^i-'*-* 
so that we have 
X*M£I -fi-<-*)* 
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Since Jfe 3 (M), we have also 
%(M)& 0 i Ya.(a) &jfc£\ ^Fik<-Ik))
 f o r c v e i T »* M* 
^ i ( a * ^ l / N ^ik'&k* i s a n inst«nc«» thus by the preceding 
part of the proof also for every a€ M, 
«t *= 4 ( Y i ( a ) g^A^ 9 ^ ^ ) ) . 
M is the domain of ^ , thus 
aWl= (V x ) 0 ( i f i ( x ) 8 ^ . , 9 i k <§ k ) ) -
I3y the property (2), 
^ I N 0(Vx) ( Y iU) V ^ ^ ^ i k ( % } ) » 
i . e . there exist3 Jf e W> such that 
JV" is a 2-model, thus 
jr.-(Vx)cYi(x) ^a.)? i k(x) ^«<.?+^ikifik». 
i.e. JV |p= K^; thus ^ ^ ^ Y j i K p which means 
V^i j« <)(J . 
Thi3 completes the proof. 
Q.e.d. 
2.13 . Remark. We say that W t 31 are strongly equiva-
lent (notation: W s 3ft ) i f for each boxed § and each va-
luation e, 
m t = $ [e] i f f 31 N $ [ e ] . 
The two conditions of the Theorem 2.12 are neces9ary for strong 
equivalence of a model to a T-model because models which are 
strongly equivalent are weakly equivalent. The open problem 
is to characterize models strongly equivalent to T-models. We 
know that the property 
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( + ) i f 33(1 N- ( V x ) ^ ( g > ( x , Z ) g c i ^ v / i v 9 i C f i i ) ) then 
U\<* 0 ( \ / x ) ( g > ( x , y ) ftjj/^ 9 i < . i i ) ) 
where every occurence of y in 9 i s in the scope of a box i s 
necessary for equivalence but we do not know i f i t i s s u f f i -
c i e n t . 
2-14- Remark. For non-monadic logic presented method of 
proof f a i l s . Let 
9»(x,y) » ( x + y M R ( x , y ) & P ( y ) ) W - i R ( y , x ) & Q ( y ) ) ) 
and M*«m9\>}; 3>*- , &
M, &M> be a 3-model of the type 
<1 ,1 ,2>, such that ^ ( b ) * 1, ^ ( a ) « 1 , &^(b f a) • >c f 
other values are zero, s i s a 2-valued i d e n t i t y . 
Then 
S ) ( ^ i ) H ( V x ) 0 ( 3 y ) g p ( x , y ) 
but 
% UOiyfc <>(Vx)(3y)g>(x,y). 
We do not see how to describe modal models equivalent to T-mo-
dels using the modal language without the possibility of ex-
change of $ and V • 
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